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About Us Who are we? We are a group of young enthusiastic developers who came from all over
the world to offer you the best games and applications for free. Here you can find all sort of tools
and games for Windows, Mac OS X and even for mobile devices.Q: Can I be the "firewall's proxy"?

Suppose that I am a part of the internet, a large part of the internet. I have only one single IP
address. Can I be the 'firewall's proxy'? A: A reverse proxy can be a firewall or a router. Both of

them have ip address. They can proxy requests to the server's backend (the database, the server,
app server, web server etc) with the help of ip address. It is an application that acts like a server,
but routes or relays requests to other servers, which might be behind firewalls, and keeps track of
the connection state for you. The proxy can make the backend server faster and cheaper because

it can be virtualized and reside on the other side of the firewall/router. Q: What is a hash set? There
are two API to make a hash set. set >::insert(const pair &p); set >::insert(const pair &p); The
former is compiler-supported by MSVC, the latter is not. What is this special thing called? Is it

std::unordered_set? A: Standard: template struct hash ; template struct hash ; template struct hash
; template struct hash ; template struct hash ; template struct hash ; struct hash > : public hash {
typedef pair argument_type ; hash(const argument_type &arg) { size_type h = arg.first ; size_type

l = arg.second ; this->add_impl(h, l, static_cast(arg.second)
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